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formulating cold process recipes soap queen - there are a few factors to consider before formulating a cold process
soap recipe from the common soapmaking oils post to the back to basics series we ve got plenty of resources to help you
get started this post includes general rules and 4 simple recipes, how to make charcoal facial soap soap queen - last but
certainly not least is tamanu oil it is an incredibly unique oil with a dark color and nutty odor if you search tamanu oil you ll
find it is widely thought to benefit skin scarring stretch marks and sores and has anti fungal properties, 50 beauty recipes
homemade lotions and creams just 15 - the first half of the book uses lotions made with water giving the lotions a very
short shelflife of two weeks in the refrigerator the second half of the book uses recipes that rely on oil s and butters and
have a shelflife of six months without being refrigerated
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